
Warranty (Clarify standard installer 

Workmanship Warranty and the 

Equipment Warranty)

Manufacturer Model Number Capacity Fuel Type Installed cost per Unit
Deposit Required at Contracting (if 

applicable)
Eligible for MassCEC Rebate?

OKoFEN PES 15 15,000 - 51,000 BTU/hr Pellet 22,121.00$                                  13,272.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 20 20,000 - 68,300 BTU/hr Pellet 22,121.00$                                  13,272.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 25 25,000 - 85,300 BTU/hr Pellet 25,894.00$                                  18,125.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 32 32,000 - 109,500 BTU/hr Pellet 25,894.00$                                  18,125.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 36 36,000 - 123,000 BTU/hr Pellet 33,495.00$                                  23,446.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 48 48,000 - 164,000 BTU/hr Pellet 33,995.00$                                  24,496.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN PES 56 56,000 - 68,300 BTU/hr Pellet 34,495.00$                                  24,146.00$                                             YES

OKoFEN APA 25 Furnace 17,000 - 25,000 BTU/hr Pellet 18,600.00$                                  13,020.00$                                             YES

5 systems installed PES 20 with KGT 2614 -2.50% Per unit cost $15,094 or $14,716.65 (1,886.75)$                                   Per system $377.35 n/a

20 Systems installed PES 20 with KGT 2614 -5.00% Per unit cost $15,094 or $14,339.30 (15,094.00)$                                 Per system $754.70 n/a

5 systems installed PES 32 with KGT 2614 -2.50% Per unit cost $18,375 or $17,915.63 (2,296.87)$                                   Per system $459.37 n/a

20 Systems installed PES 32 with KGT 2614 -5.00% Per unit cost $18,375 or $17,456.25 (18,375.00)$                                 Per system $918.75 n/a

Discounts of labor 3 systems Man hrs/per reduced by 5.25 Value per $446.25 n/a

Discounts of labor 5 systems Man hrs/per reduced by 7.45 Value per $633.25 n/a

Discounts of labor 7 system Man hrs/per reduced by 8.5 Value per $722.5 n/a

Discounts of labor 15 systems Man hrs/per reduced by 11.25 Value per $956.25 n/a

Discounts of labor 20 systems Man hrs/per reduced by 14 Value per $1190 n/a

Base System Equipment

ASSUMPTIONS INCLUDED IN BASE PRICING ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. ANYTHING OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THESE ASSUMPTIONS CAN INCUR ADDITIONAL COSTS.

For direct comparison of system pricing between installers, please assume the following in pricing provided:

-119 gallon thermal storage tank

-Connection to an existing hot water distribution system (if upgrades or a new distribution system is required that would be a cost adder)

-3 ton prefabricated pellet storage bag located indoors

-Vacuum pellet delivery system

-models are boilers unless otherwise indicated
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Pricing Proposal- Modern Wood Heat
Section 1: Modern Wood Heat Equipment & Installer Workmanship Warranty

All work done by New Day Energy LLC is warranted for workmanship for a period of one year. 

OkoFEN equipment is supported by a 2 year or 6000 hour warrenty on all componants and 30 years prorated on the vessel.

Residential Boiler

Section 2: Biomass Equipment Pricing



Factors Adder ($)
Adder units (if 

applicable)

High use adder? Please 

indicate if over 50% of 

systems will require this 

adder (Y/N)

Description of Cost Adder / Scope of Work

Change to inverted cone bag -$900.00 per system N

This fuel storage bin is larger in size with similar capcity rated at 3-4 tons than the base 

assumption systems. If a project site has the space and would prefer to use this fuel 

storage, the per system cost would decrease by up to $900. Most project sites do not 

typically have the space for this storage type.

OKoFEN PE Auger-fed system -$832.00 per system N

The base assumption price includes the installation of a vacuum fuel delivery system. If a 

project site has the available space and the preference for an auger-fed system, then the 

per system cost would decrease by up to $832. Auger-fed systems require more space and 

are typically not applicable in most project sites. 

Upgrade to 5 ton prefabricated bag 

(versus 3 ton in base system) $300.00 per system N Upgrade to this bin requies more space which is not common.

Site built fuel storage

3-5 ton site built storage 

$3,600 per system N

This is a not an option for any system we have yet found. Prefabracted bins are or have 

always been a better cost and space choice. As the nature of the design does not conform 

to any set drawing it is very difficult to provide estimates without a site-specific 

evaluation. The price range is included and will depend on site-specific conditions, if 

applicable. 

Prefabricated metal fuel storage (e.g, 

silo)

Biomass silo systems 

outdoor 3-5 ton green 

metal silo $3,800 per system N

Depends on size of silo and land features. As the nature of the design does not conform to 

any set drawing it is very difficult to provide estimates without a site-specific evaluation. 

The price range is included and will depend on site-specific conditions, if applicable. This is 

not typically installed for single-family residences, but might be a considered option for 

small-commercial projects. 

Chimney Work

Standard 6" stainless liner - 

no repair required $2,100 per N

We subcontract this service and the cost varies depending on the required work. A price 

range is provided and will depend on site-specific conditions. 

Distribution System Upgrades $2,800-$5,000 per Y

Under all conditons we have encounterd it is required to replace the distrbution system 

and near boiler piping. 
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Cost Adders- Modern Wood Heat

Fuel Storage

Infrastructure Upgrades
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